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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Horizontal Directional Drilling (HDD) is defined as “A steerable system for the installation
of pipes, conduits, and cables in a shallow arc using a surfaced launched drilling rig.
Traditionally HDD is applied to large scale crossings such as rivers in which a fluid filled pilot
hole is drilled without rotating the drill string, and this is then enlarged by a wash over pipe and
back reamer to the size required by the product.” (Trenchless Data Service 2000). This
technology has been in existence since the 1970’s. It is currently an efficient, safe, cost effective
method for highway bores and is the current industry standard for trenchless technology for
bores between 2 and 48-inch diameters and 600 ft to 1800 ft in length. However, according to
the manual for Accommodation of Utilities on Right-of-way of the Illinois State Highway System 1992, it is currently prohibited under state highways for bores over 6 inces. Bores of greater size
must be done by the jack and bore method. The manual is being re-written and will include a
provision for an HDD option, but it will not define the parameters under which approval can be
granted.
The objective is to study the effects of horizontal directional drilling (HDD) for utilities
under pavement and within the right of way of the State of Illinois in order to aide in the writing
of the policy and procedures for administering permit requests for HDD.
This report covers Phase I of the work described under the scope of work section.
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SCOPE OF WORK
Horizontal Directional Drilling (HDD) is defined as “A steerable system for the installation
of pipes, conduits, and cables in a shallow arc using a surfaced launched drilling rig.
Traditionally HDD is applied to large scale crossings such as rivers in which a fluid filled pilot
hole is drilled without rotating the drill string, and this is then enlarged by a wash over pipe and
back reamer to the size required by the product.” (Trenchless Data Service 2000) This
technology has been in existence since the 1970’s. It is currently an efficient, safe, cost effective
method for highway bores and is the current industry standard for trenchless technology for
bores between 2 and 48-inch diameters and 600 ft to 1800 ft in length. However, according to
the manual for Accommodation of Utilities on Right-of-way of the Illinois State Highway System 1992, it is currently prohibited under state highways for bores over 6 inches. Bores of greater
size must be done by the jack and bore method. The manual is being re-written and will include
a provision for an HDD option, but it will not define the parameters under which approval can be
granted.
The objective is to study the effects of horizontal directional drilling (HDD) for utilities
under pavement and within the right of way of the State of Illinois in order aide in the writing of
the policy and procedures for administering permit requests for HDD.
Consideration should be given to the overall safety, aesthetic quality, costs and difficulty of
construction and maintenance of both the utility facility and the highway.
The economic savings is primarily for the utility. The Federal Highway Administration
(FHWA) generally encourages the Illinois Department of Transportation (IDOT or Department)
to consider cost savings for the utility as a cost savings for the taxpayer. In some instances, if
the purpose of the bore is for a reimbursable relocation, the department has a direct savings as
well.
HDD should provide less damage to the right of way, since it requires smaller bore pits
or open trenches. It would allow the utility to be placed under trees, rivers, concrete drives,
sidewalks, pavements and buildings as well as roadways.
It should provide for improved safety of the traveling public as most of the work can be done off
right of way, more quickly and with less manpower and equipment.
It should improve maintenance since the HDD installed facilities are generally deeper, thus
reducing the chances the lines will be hit by IDOT’s maintenance crews. Additionally, it should
reduce the number of relocations for future roadway expansion, and should provide some
additional protection from rupture. However, that is not always necessarily the case as many of
the applicants want to go the minimum required depth required.
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SUPPORTING RESEARCH
There are numerous technical documents on the procedure of directional drilling. One of
the most comprehensive is the study by Purdue University for the Civil Engineering Joint
Transportation Research Program in 2002, “Development of a Decision Support System for
Selection of Trenchless Technologies to Minimize Impact of Utility Construction on Roadways”.
The main limitation of this study, however, is that it provides a general overview for the decisionmaking among types of trenchless technology based on size and length of pipe. It does not
specifically address any procedural parameters or potential dangers to roadways.
Plan of Study:
Phase I:
1. Paper research to develop general information, comparison study to Jack and Bore
method and recommendations on the following:
a. Cost comparison of directional drilling compared to Jack and Bore.
b. Horizontal and vertical location requirements and clearances.
c. Industry codes and other government regulations or provisions.
d. Preservation and restoration of highway facilities, appurtenances, natural
features, vegetation and limitation on the utilities activities in right of way.
e. Protection of traffic during and after installation including traffic control,
access control, open pits, material storage and vehicle parking, timing of
projects, length of time to construct.
f. Direct and indirect environmental and economic effects including loss or
impairment of productive agricultural and liabilities associated with future
relocations.
2. View a directional drill for a larger size pipe to get a feel for the process and evaluate
for possible conflict of interest.
3. Establish preparatory information to continue in Phase II:
a. Recommendations on what should be studied.
b. A listing of possible damage to roadway.
c. A preliminary decision and the viability of the method and its possible
restrictions.
d. Procedures for the directional bore method to reduce damage to sidewalks
and driving pavement.
Phase II:
HDD is done routinely on Illinois right of way for pipes and casings under 6 inches. There are
many places where IDOT has experimented with larger pipes and IDOT staff have observed
many larger installations under rivers and non-state roadways.
Mathematical, theoretical or actual physical testing of to resolve the following:
 How much bigger the borehole should be than the pipe. Some industry papers
recommend 1.5x the pipe diameter. There is a chart in another document that strays
from this. For jack and bore, the borehole diameter can only be 1 inch larger than that of
the pipe being installed. This can become problematic for very large bores and for bores
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over very large distances. The results of too small a hole include hydraulic build up and
the “locking” of the pipe, Bentonite being pushed through the pavement and pavement
buckling.
The angle of curvature allowed for various pipes or a mathematical ways of determining
that. The “long sweeping arc” can be the deciding factor in the pressures exerted on the
pavement and on the long-term viability of the pipe, yet there is very little advice as to
how to properly evaluate the risks based on the arc.
Type of casing – steel welded, HDPE, PVC chemically welded, and Certa-Lok Yelomine.
IDOT specifications say only that it must be continuous pipe, which is too vague. Is
welded pipe continuous? Is chemically welded continuous?
Type of pipe – a list of approved pipes for casings and for carrier pipe would be helpful.
Wall thickness requirements of casing and of carrier pipe .
Size of pipes to be encased: Currently our spec reads any bore over 6 inches must be
encased. There is a discrepancy between districts if 6 inches refers to a hole diameter or
a pipe diameter greater than 6 inches. A restriction to a 6-inch hole would mean only 4inch and smaller pipe would be allowed.
Location and soil conditions: In one instance where the staff viewed a large HDD, the
soil conditions were problematic because of sand lenses causing back reamer “drop”.
The driller compensated for that by keeping pressure on the reamer from both directions.
Procedure: some procedural thing might affect the road. Contractors drill through, attach
the casing to the reamer head and pull back the casing or they pull back a reamer, and
then pull a casing. In between, there is a period of time that leaves a void under the
pavement. They are not allowed to leave the void for longer the 24 hours but this length
of time is a concern. In cases where large pipes are used, the contractor may use
multiple back reams to reach the correct diameter rather than a single, full-size ream.
How much should each ream be allowed to increase the diameter of the hole?
Speed: The speed of the drilling is very important. While IDOT will not govern how fast to
go, it should be noted that if the Bentonite waste is getting higher and pushing through
the surface, the problem might be speed. Slowing down might remedy the situation and
that would be good to know.
Use of Bentonite: How much? How fast? What issues arise with spilled waste? Should
we always require a Benonite?
If it is necessary to pull back to avoid utilities what should be done about the pull back
void?
Should a survey be conducted in the area before and after all bores? The day of the
bore? The day following? If there is a difference then should another survey be done on
the location one week later?
Qualifications of the contractor
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION TO HDD
Horizontal directional drilling (HDD) is a common practice for installing utilities and
pipelines under roads or railroad tracks. It is an ideal technology because it does not require
large excavation pits nor does it greatly interfere with traffic. When drilling the initial borehole,
the drill can be easily tracked and its path altered unlike other trenchless technologies such as
jack and bore. HDD is also versatile as it can be used for large diameter pipelines and pipelines
spanning a large distance.
1.1

THE HISTORY OF HDD
Martin Cherrington first conceived horizontal directional drilling in the 1960’s. He first
realized the value of underground drilling when he and another contractor were given the same
job: lay down telephone lines in Los Angeles. The only difference was that Cherrington was
using an open trench method while the other contractor was using drilling to lay down cables.
That contractor arrived two weeks after Cherrington yet managed to finish two weeks before
him. This led Cherrington to believe there was merit in looking at underground drilling methods.
In 1964 Cherrington founded Titan Contractors, which specialized in utility road boring. It
was an opportune time for the company’s formation because of a building boom in Sacramento
and a recent “beautification” decree from the First Lady, Lady Bird Johnson. The decree was
instated to clean up America by getting rid of utility lines which were an eyesore and hazardous
during seismic and extreme weather events. As a solution, Sacramento proposed placing all
utilities underground. Despite a favorable environment and HDD’s merits, however, other, more
familiar, tunneling technologies like jack and bore and auger boring were usually preferred.
One of the main problems was the lack of control when drilling. It was often very difficult
to make a straight bore, and the drill bit would resurface in unexpected places (like the middle of
the road). Cherrington realized a solution when an engineer from P G& E invited him to consider
a project for placing a gas line underneath the Pajaro River. The project would require drilling
underneath the river, and the variability of the drill bit’s direction would make it challenging. To
find a solution, Cherrington experimented with angled bores on a similar river, trying several
different angles. He observed that the steeper the angle of the bore, the greater the achieved
distance. This relationship between angle and distance helped prove that with “optimum entry
angle, proper drilling techniques and the right downhole tool assembly” (Cherrington) HDD
could be used to cross a river. Since then, familiarity with HDD has increased, and it has
become a much more routine method for projects requiring a non-evasive boring solution.
1.2

THE PROCESS
The process of horizontal directional drilling begins with a topographic survey of
subsurface conditions. This helps identify the locations of underlying utilities and the soil
conditions at the site. The survey also helps determine a drill path and its entry and exit and
trajectory.
Once a thorough survey is a complete the HDD site can be set up. A typical HDD site is
shown in Figure 2. The site consists of the drill rig, a solids control system and a drilling mud
system. The solids control system is responsible for any soil excavated in the drilling process,
which can potentially be placed back in the bore once drilling is finished. The drilling mud
system is an important aspect of any horizontal drilling project. Drilling mud helps wash away
cuttings from the bore and eases the movement of the cutting head through the borehole.
Bentonite is the clay mineral montmorillonite, which increases greatly in surface area
when water mixed with water. It is a component of the overall drilling fluid. When drilling a
borehole, drilling fluid tends to seep out through the soil walls. Bentonite forms a casing on the
borehole walls, which prevents the drilling fluid from seeping out. This wall is commonly called a
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“filter cak
ke”. The idea
al filter cake forms fast, is slick and iis tough. Driilling fluid mu
ust also havve a
carrying capacity or “gel
“
strength
h.” Gel stren
ngth is the a bility of the ffluid to suspend, supporrt and
transfer cuttings.
c
The ideal drillin
ng fluid is hig
ghly depend
dent on the g
geology of th
he area. Thiss
again strresses the im
mportance off a thorough field surveyy before anyy work actually begins.
Reamers
R
can
n vary in size
e and shape depending on the geolo
ogy it will be
e used on.
Figure 1 shows three
e reamers th
hat are comm
monly used: blade reame
ers, barrel re
eamers, and
d fly
cutter rea
amers.

(a) bllade reamerr

(b) ba
arrel "beaverr tail" reamerr

(c) fly cu
utter reamer

Figure 1. Reamer configuration
c
ns used in H
HDD

A big advanta
age of HDD is the ability
y to monitor tthe moveme
ent of the rea
amer and
redirect it throughoutt the bore. Before
B
any drrilling occurss, a foresight bearing is taken to
determine the Azimu
uth bearing to
o be followe
ed during the
e crossing. T
The steering tool is laid a
at the
entrance
e point and a transit is us
sed to determ
mine the hea
ading. The iinformation is placed in a
directiona
al program on
o a computter to enhanc
ce the accurracy of the ssensor meassurements.
(Cherring
gton et al). This
T
process is illustrated
d in Figure 3
3. During the
e bore, the steering tool is
attached to a non-ma
agnetic colla
ar as close to
o the drill bitt as possible
e, as shown in Figure 4. The
f any necessary chang
ges to the bo
ore path.
steering tool allows for
After
A
the drilling fluid is mixed,
m
the driill bit attache
ed, and the fforesight bea
aring
establish
hed, the drilling can begin. There are
e three phasses in an HD
DD bore. The
e first phase is a
pilot hole
e, which is sm
maller than the
t reamer diameter.
d
Th
he pilot hole creates a pa
ath from the
e
entry pit to the receiv
ving pit.
The
T next pha
ase is reamin
ng, which en
nlarges the h
hole and prepares it for tthe pipe or
casing in
nstallation. More
M
than on
ne reamer siz
ze may be u
used. Multiple passes fro
om entry pit to
receiving
g pit may be made as we
ell. This phas
se can emplloy either forrward reamss or pull ream
ms,
as shown
n in Figure 5.
5 During this
s process, an Azimuth b
bearing is ussed to keep ttrack of the
location of
o the bore, as shown in
n Figure 6.
or pipe casin
The
T final phase is pipe pu
ullback, whe
ere the pipe o
ng is attache
ed to the rea
amer
and pulle
ed through th
he HDD bore
ehole by the
e drilling macchine. Some
etimes a bacckhoe is used
d to
help push the casing
g and the pip
pe through th
he borehole.. After the pipe or pipe ccasing is
installed,, it is connec
cted to the uttility source (water main
n, electricity e
etc.) All pits are backfille
ed
and the site
s is returned to its pre-installation condition.

2

Fig
gure 2. Typical HDD lay
yout, entry si de (Cherring
gton et al).

F
bea
aring setup (Cherrington
n et al).
Figure 3. Foresight

3

Figure 4. Bo
ottom hole assembly ste
eering tool c onfiguration (Cherringto
on et al).

4

ee phases of
o HDD drillin
ng. (Cherring
gton et al)
Figure 5. Thre

etect location
n of reamer w
ore.
Figure 6. Tracking device to de
within the bo
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1.3

CO
OMPARISON TO OTHE
ER TRENCH
HLESS TECH
HNOLOGIE
ES

The
T other com
mmon trench
hless techno
ology is a pro
ocess called
d “jack and b
bore” or “pipe
ramming”. In jack and bore, a driive pit (Figurre 7) and exxit pit are exccavated and a pneumatic
on are place
ed in the into
o the drive piit. The ramm
ming tool is cconnected to
o the
tool and a pipe sectio
pneumattic tool and itt is used to drive
d
or ham
mmer the pipe
e section intto the soil. A
After the first pipe
section is
s driven, a second pipe section is we
elded onto t he first and driven into tthe soil as w
well.
This proc
cess continu
ues until the full length off pipe is insttalled. An au
uger or vacuum excavato
or is
used to remove
r
the soil
s inside th
he pipe.
Ja
ack and bore
e is used forr pipe length
hs up to 250 feet (76 m) and is typica
ally used forr
large diameter pipes. Jack and bores
b
is usua
ally closer to
o the ground
d surface tha
an HDD due to
xit pits. Most of the jack a
and bore pro
ocess is con
ntrolled by itss
the need for large driving and ex
initial settup. The drill path must be
b carefully planned to a
avoid criticall mistakes. F
For HDD, the
e drill
path can be adjusted
d during the drilling proce
ess. HDD allso does nott require the excavation of
large driv
ve and exit pits,
p
which makes
m
the prrocess less i nvasive.
The
T pros of HDD,
H
when compared
c
to
o other trenc hless techno
ologies, inclu
ude short se
etup
times due
e to lack of vertical
v
shaft
fts, long drive
e installation
n lengths, po
ossible horizzontal and
vertical alignment
a
shifts, its abilitty to move around buried
d obstacles and its versa
atility with
different topographie
es or geologiic conditions
s. HDD can b
be used in u
underwater e
environments
with satu
urated soils, soils below permafrost, and even in
n soils susce
eptible to landslides and
erosion.
The
T cons of HDD
H
are ess
sentially the same risks posed by an
ny trenchlesss technologyy.
These ris
sks include the
t heave orr soil collaps
se and increa
ased cost with difficult g
geologic
condition
ns. Varying geologic
g
con
nditions can be a major p
problem due
e to the nece
essary
adjustme
ents to the ty
ype of bits an
nd reamers being used ffor installatio
on.

Figure 7. En
ntrance shafft for a jack a
and bore op
peration.
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CHAPT
TER 2 FA
ACTORS
S CONCERNING H
HDD
Therre are several factors to consider wh
hen looking at the effectts of horizontal directiona
al
drilling. A common concern
c
surrrounding HD
DD is settlem
ment or uphe
eaval (Figure
e 8) at the grround
surface due
d to the bo
oring. In HDD
D projects, ground
g
move
ement on the surface is carefully
monitored to determiine if alteratiions should be made to the drill path
h, as it is mo
ore economical
to preven
nt problems from arising
g in the first place.
p

Figure 8. Upheaval from
m HDD.

For drilling prrojects, it is mandatory
m
to
o get a comp
plete geolog
gic survey off the area prrior to
drilling. Most
M
states require
r
this survey
s
be included in the
e drill reportt to note anyy existing utillity
lines, the
e groundwate
er table, and
d the soil con
nditions the drill will likelly encounterr. Most state
e
policies, however, do
o not conside
er soil conditions when m
making speccifications fo
or drilling.
According
A
to Trenchless Technology
y, three facto
ors that affecct the volume
e of soil brou
ught
to the surface from th
he annulus are
a soil mass loosening,, soil strengtth, and the d
drilling fluid le
eft in
the annulus. Loosen
ned soils hav
ve the poten
ntial to dilate , increase in
n volume and
d become le
ess
dense. This
T
will actua
ally help dec
crease settle
ement. The lloosening off soils could also have a
negative effect and collapse,
c
which will incre
ease settlem
ment.
When
W
pulling the conduit through the
e borehole, itt is importan
nt that the bo
orehole be
slightly oversized
o
to facilitate
f
eas
sy installatio
on. The gene
eral rule of th
humb is thatt the back re
eam
should ha
ave a diame
eter that is 1.5 times the diameter off the pipe be
eing installed
d. This should be
increased
d to 25% if the soil is ex
xpected to sw
well or if bou
ulders or cob
bbles are exp
pected to be
e
encounte
ered during drilling.
d
Allou
uche and Ariaratnam givve exampless of possible back ream
diameterrs versus nominal pipe diameter
d
in Table
T
1.
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Tablle 1. Allouch
he and Ariara
atnam, 2000
0

A study was conducted
c
at
a the Univerrsity of Alberrta on the facctors affectin
ng soil
settlement in trenchle
ess drilling. One focus was
w the effeccts of soil typ
pe, more spe
ecifically cla
ays
and sand
ds. Figure 9 is from the study and illustrates the
e vertical dissplacements of clay and sand
as functio
ons of latera
al distance frrom the bore
e path. The graph illustrrates that cla
ay experiencces
more displacement than sand; in
n fact, almos
st 3 times mo
ore at close range to the
e bore path. This
information is signific
cant when ta
aking into ac
ccount all ge ological asp
pects of the d
drill site. It ccan
also be noted
n
that the displacem
ment decreas
ses as the diistance from
m the bore pa
ath increases, as
shown in
n Figure 10.

e 9. from Towards the Development
D
t of HDD covver guideline
es.
Figure

8

Figure 10. from To
owards the Developmen
D
nt of HDD co
over guidelines.
The
T study in Alberta
A
also took into ac
ccount the im
mportance o
of the diametters of the piilot
hole, ream and pipes
s. The pilot hole
h
and the
e reaming pro
ocess are re
esponsible fo
or upheaval and
settlement because of
o the soil disturbance caused by the
e drilling pro
ocess; the grreater the re
eam
diameterr, the greaterr the depth of
o the boreho
ole. Table 2 shows the a
amount of diisplacementt from
different pipe diameters at differe
ent locations
s lateral from
m the bore pa
ath. The tab
ble shows the
e
most disp
placement occurs
o
when using a larg
ger diameterr pipe. Also, there is morre displacem
ment
in clay th
han in sand.
Table
T
2. from
m Towards th
he Developm
ment of HDD
D Cover Guid
delines (Leuke 2005).

As a recap, wh
hen looking at
a the factors
s of settleme
ent one musst consider: tthe soil type, the
depth of excavation, the pilot, the
e ream diam
meter, the pip
pe diameter and the drillling fluid. Tw
wo
other inte
egral factors
s that will be discussed in
n more deta
ail in the follo
owing section
ns are drillin
ng
fluids and
d different ty
ypes of ream
mers.
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2.1 DRILLING FLUIDS
Drilling fluids are an important aspect of a drilling operation because they control the
stability of the hole during and after drilling. Drilling fluids are typically composed of water,
bentonite, soda ash and, in some soils, chemical additives. When specifying the drilling fluid to
use, it is important to look at the geological settings and the properties of the water and other
fluids being used.
Geological properties determine what is used in the overall drilling fluid. When drilling
fluid is used in coarse-grained soils, like sands and gravels, its main purpose is to provide
stability to that bore and carry away cuttings. Drilling fluid serves the same purpose in finegrained soils like clays with one additional task; the drilling fluid must also prevent swelling. At
this point, the drilling fluid must not only be composed of bentonite but other chemical additives.
For sandy soils, water is usually mixed with bentonite to create drilling mud. Clayey soils
are more of a concern because they react strongly to water, which makes up more than 90% of
drilling fluid. The clay problem can be approached in two ways. One can either prevent the clay
from interacting with water or alter the properties of clay to lessen the effects of water.
For coarse or sandy soils one needs to control water loss and prevent the sloughing of
material at the walls. This can be accomplished by using a water/filtrate control additive like
poly-anionic-cellulose (PACs). The PAC binds with the bentonite to seal the wall cake and
lessen the loss of water. Completely sealing off any interaction between the water and soil can
become expensive, so it is usually a better option to treat the clay. Some common ways to treat
the clay are to coat it to prevent it from sticking to steel drill, prevent it from swelling, or
flocculate it so that it flows out of the borehole.
In the article Drilling Through the Clay, Randy Strickland lists general categories of
additives used to treat clay:
1.) Surfactants (drilling detergents)
-involve coating the surface of clay particles when clay is cut by drill bit.
2.) Polymers
-partially hydrolyzed poly acrylimite (PHPA).
-prevent clay from swelling (also known as inhibition).
-can be used with drilling detergents.
3.) Flocculants
-bind clay particles together in a flowable liquid slurry.
-solve problem of removing the clay from the hole without it getting reattached to the
sides of the borehole.
4.) Thinners
-dispersants or de-flocculants.
-neutralize charges on clay particles and reduce viscosity.
Any of these common additives can be found at many suppliers. Strickland also emphasizes the
continued use of bentonite with these additives. Additives do not have “gel strength”, i.e. the
ability to keep particles in suspension. This is important when cuttings need to be suspended to
allow for washing out the borehole. The amount of bentonite required to allow for suspension is
small, 10-15 lbs per 100 gallons of water. In general, for drilling fluid one will need 4 to 5 times
the soil volume that is to be cut.
Fluids are necessary for washing out cuttings, lubricating the bore, allowing flow and
cooling down the drill. As such, special attention must be given to their selection. Water makes
up the biggest percentage of the drilling fluid mixture, so it makes sense that the properties of
water will have a big impact on how the drilling fluid behaves. An important property to note is
the pH of the water. This can be done easily using ordinary pH strips. The pH of the water
controls amount of soda ash (sodium carbonate) necessary to increase the pH to the desired
level. The typical goal is a pH between 8.5 and 9.5. Other properties to check include the
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density of
o the fluid, which
w
should
d be less tha
an 9 pounds per gallon. T
There should be a sand
content of
o less than 1 percent. Filtration of th
he fluid and tthe filter cakke surrounding the wallss of
the hole can determine the stability of a bore
e. Filtrate is tthe water ph
hase that comes through
h the
filter cake
entimeters. An acceptab
e. The allow
wable amoun
nt of filtrate is
s typically 10
0-14 cubic ce
ble
filter cake
e thickness is about 1/16
6 of an inch..
Mud
M viscosity
y allows for the
t proper su
uspension o
of solids. To measure visscosity one ccan
use a device called the Marsh Fu
unnel (Figurre 11) with a graduated ccontainer an
nd a stopwattch.
ps for using a Marsh Fun
nnel are:
The step
1.) Hold
H
funnel upright
u
with a finger bloc
cking the sm
maller outlet.
of the funne
2.) Pour
P
the drilling fluid thro
ough the scrreen on top o
el until the drrilling fluid
reaches
r
the marked line just beneath the screen
n.
3.) Remove
R
the finger from the outlet an
nd measure the secondss it takes to fill the gradu
uated
container
c
up
p to the mark
ked 1-quart line.
n in
The viscosity used is dependent on the soil conditio
ons as shown
osity measure
ement it can
n be adjusted
d accordinglly.
Table 3. After taking a visco
Table 3.
3 Viscosity Chart
C
(viscossity in secon
nds)

hout special attention to fluid
f
propertties there mi ght not be e
enough fluid or the incorrect
With
kind coulld be used. This
T
could le
ead to a redu
uction of dis charge, whicch could lea
ad to a backu
up
and a lea
ak of drilling fluid to the surface.
s
This
s damage to
o the surface
e, known as a “frac-out,”” can
be seen in the Salem
m, IL case study.

Figure 11. Marsh Fu
unnel
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2.2 REAMER TYPES
Reamers are responsible for enlarging the bore after the pilot hole and for installing the
new casing or pipe in the hole. Like other aspects of HDD, the type of reamer will depend on the
site geology. For reamers, one can place ground conditions into three categories: good, bad,
and rock. Good soil consists of consistent sand, packed clays, sandy loam, clay loam or a
combination of these. Bad soil consists of loosed, more variable soils, possibly containing
cobbles.
2.2.1 Blade Reamer
For good soils one can use a blade reamer, which are ideal for mixing drilling fluid with
cuttings from the hole. Blade reamers can have diameters between 4 and 24 inches (102-610
mm). When diameters over 12 to 14 inches are needed, a ring of 2 to 4 inches is placed over
the widest part to stabilize the reamer. The delta reamer is a type of blade reamer used for soils
that are more compact than what an average blade reamer can handle. These soils include dry,
hard soil, some sandstones, and hard clays.
2.2.2 Fly Cutter Reamer
Fly cutter reamers can be used in especially dense soil. This includes sandstone, siltstone
and other soft rock formations. The fly cutter reamer looks similar to a wagon wheel and is
made like a blade reamer without 80-90% of its front. Fly cutters only use the rear portion, which
has a band of 6 to 8 inches over the widest diameter. The spokes of the fly cutter can have
nozzles to control the pressure and volume of the fluid as it goes through the hole.
2.2.3 Barrel Reamer
One type of reamer that can be used for varying soil conditions is a barrel reamer. A
barrel reamer has a solid, round body and a tapered nose with cutting teeth. The cutting teeth of
the barrel reamer make a slightly larger bore than the body of the reamer, which allows fluid to
flow through. The pressing of fluid and cuttings against the wall helps keep the borehole walls
together and helps develop a wall cake, allowing for easier movement of the reamer.
Fluted reamers are a type of barrel reamer and are shaped so the cutters can cut the
same bore as the body. This also works in most ground conditions. A combination of the fly
cutter and barrel reamer can be used for mid-sized to large rig operations for large diameter
crossings.
The spiral reamer can be used in loose ground conditions, stony ground or places where
soil is mixed in with various rock sizes. The reamer looks like a large screw with a bell attached
to the back.
2.2.4 Hole-Opener
For rock, most contractors used a rock hole-opener. It is made of several cones and its
effectiveness the torque and rotary speed as well as the type of rock. Interestingly enough, holeopeners will not work in clays and sands because it relies on the resistance of the drill head.
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CHAPT
TER 3 RECOMME
R
ENDED REGULAT
R
TIONS BY
Y THE AS
SCE
The
T American
n Society of Civil Engine
eers’ publica
ation Pipeline
e Design forr Installation by
Horizonta
al Directiona
al Drilling goes into detail about HDD
D pipe installation and gives
acles, radiuss of curvaturre and devia
specifications on pen
netration ang
gles, distanc
ce from obsta
ation
from drill path:
 Penetration
P
angles
a
should be betwee
en 8 and 20 degrees to tthe ground ssurface. Tw
welve
degrees is co
onsidered op
ptimal. Figure
e 12 gives a general ide
ea of the app
propriate ang
gle of
bore.

Figure 12
2. Anderson
n, Ariaratnam
m & Leuke, 2
2004.





Minimum
M
sep
paration of 15 feet betwe
een the drill p
path and any obstacles..
Radius
R
of currvature is usually 1,200 times
t
the dia
ameter of the pipe that is being insta
alled.
Deviation
D
from
m drill path at
a the exit pit can be +/- 10 feet in th
he horizontall direction.
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CHAPTER 4 STATE REGULATIONS
State regulations for HDD exist in some states but need further clarification. Most states
leave decisions like depth, pipe diameter, pilot-hole diameter or ream diameter to the engineer
or contractor. This study gathered information on regulations from the several states; this
information is summarized in the sections below.
4.1 ARIZONA
The preferred trenchless technology is jack and bore, but it does provide depth of
coverage that can be applied to either HDD or jack and bore. (Policy for Accommodating
Utilities on Highway Rights of Way, 2009). The depth is dependent on whether there is a conduit
present for the utility cable.
 For direct burial of cable, minimum cover should be 48 inches.
 For cable within a conduit or duct, the minimum cover should be 36 inches.
4.2 ARKANSAS
Arkansas focuses most of its regulation on the depth of cover for different pipelines.
There is also an emphasis on the extension of the different pipelines but other important factors
like angle of the bore and pipe diameters are left very general and rely more on the opinion of
the contractor.
Table 4 from the Utility Accomodation Policy, 2009, shows that the depth of pipeline
depends on the type of utility carried in the pipeline. Table 4 also distinguishes between depth
from the top of the highway and the depth from the ditch.
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Table 5 gives more specific data on the allowed extension past embankments and
ditches.
Table 4. Depth of coverage for different pipelines, Arkansas DOT
Type of Pipeline
Depth of Coverage
gas and liquid petroleum (casing)
36" below ditches, 42" below the top of the highway
subgrade
gas and liquid petroleum (no
48" below the ditches or below the highway
casing)
waterlines (casing)
36" below ditches, 42" below the top of the highway
subgrade.
sanitary sewer lines
36" below ditches, 42" below the top of the highway
subgrade.
underground electric lines
36" below ditches, 42" below the top of the highway
subgrade.
underground communication lines
36" below ditches, 42" below the top of the highway
subgrade.
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Type of Pipeline

Table 5. Extension for different pipelines, Arkansas DOT
Extension

gas and liquid petroleum
(casing)

gas and liquid petroleum (no
casing)
waterlines (casing)

sanitary sewer lines

underground electric lines

underground communication
lines






extends a minimum of 6' beyond the toe of slope of
embankment
sections and a minimum of 6' beyond the bottom of
existing ditches or back of curb in curbed sections.
same as with casing
extends a minimum of 6' beyond the toe of slope of
embankment
sections and a minimum of 6' beyond the bottom of
existing ditches or back of turn in curbed sections.
extends a minimum of 6' beyond the toe of slope of
embankment
sections and a minimum of 6' beyond the bottom of
existing ditches or back of turn in curbed sections.
extends a minimum of 6' beyond the toe of slope of
embankment
sections and a minimum of 6' beyond the bottom of
existing ditches or back of turn in curbed sections.
extends a minimum of 6' beyond the toe of slope of
embankment
sections and a minimum of 6' beyond the bottom of
existing ditches or back of turn in curbed sections.

Angle of crossing should be as normal to the highway as practical.
Only dry bores are allowed (wet bores involve the use of jetted water to make bores).
Cutter head is sized closely to the pipe diameter with an overbore that is less than 5%
more than pipe diameter.
Water pressure should be no more than 10 psi.

4.3 NEW YORK
The New York manual, Requirements for the Design and Construction of Underground
Utility Installations Within the State Highway Right-Of-Way, 1997, provides very general
information about HDD. Specific regulations include only deviation tolerances of the drill bit and
the distance from the surface and are addressed in Table 6. The deviation tolerances are similar
to many states, but the distance of the bore from the surface is slightly greater than what is
usually allowed (between 2-3 feet).
Table 6. Deviation Tolerances and Distance from Surface, New York DOT
Deviation Tolerances from Original Drill
Distance from Surface
Path
more than 60" or 5'
"+/- 1%" of the bore length
4.4 CALIFORNIA
In California’s Guidelines and Specifications for Trenchless Technology Projects, 2008,
the only specific requirement addressed was a minimum depth of cover depending on the pipe
or product diameter as shown in Table 7. It makes sense that as pipe diameter increases, so
16

does the depth of cover, as greater surface disturbance can result from larger bores. Other
decisions such as bore radius and drill bit used are left to the judgment of the contractor.
Table 7. Caltrans Encroachment Permits Guidelines and Specifications for Trenchless
Technology Projects
Pipe or Product Diameter
Minimum Depth of Cover
1.2 m
Under 150 mm
1.8 m
200 to 350 mm
3. 0 m
375 - 625 mm
650 - 1200 mm
1.6 m
4.5 IOWA
Iowa’s Requirements for the Design and Construction of Underground Utility Installations
Within the State Highwat Right-Of-Way, 1997, provides guideleines for deviation tolerances and
depth of cover for utilities. In Table 8, deviation tolerances are different for horizontal and
vertical directions. It is more essential to avoid vertical deviation because it could cause
problems with settlement or upheaval. The depth of cover for utilities will vary depending on the
type of utility being buried (Table 9).

Table 8. Deviation Tolerances, Iowa DOT
Horizontally
Vertically
"+/- 0.5" up to 100 ft
"+/-1" ft for per 100 ft
After 100 ft, you are allowed an extra
"+/-.1 ft"
Table 9. Depth of Cover for Utilities
Type of Utility
Depth of Cover
48"
electric
communications 30"
36"
Other
4.6 KANSAS
Kansas has detailed pipe requirements depending on the kind of product being
transported. Table 10 shows that the depth of cover varies for when the pipe is below the crown
grade and when it is below the ditch grade. KDOT also has specifications on the hole diameter
in relation to the pipe diameter (KDOT Utility Accomodation Policy, 2007).
Table 10. Minimum Depths of Cover
under ditches/ roadways
depth
5'
below crown grade
3'
below ditch grade
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Table 11. Diameter of Bore in Relation to Pipe
diameter of pipe max hole diameter
12" or less
1.5" more than diameter of pipe
greater than 12" 2" more than diameter of pipe
4.7 MARYLAND
Maryland’s guidelines come from a source other than its department of transportation. The
guidelines come from the Washington Suburban Sanitary Commission (WSSC) which uses
HDD in the installation of its water mains. The WSSC has general rules, but pays special
attention to the relation between pipe diameter and boring distance, as shown in Table 13. Its
chosen deviation tolerances (Table 12) are similar to values chosen by other states.
 The angle of the entry hole should not exceed allowable bending radius of the HDPE
pipe.
 Be able to make a turn up to 90 degrees.

horizontally
"+/- 1" ft

Table 12. Deviation Tolerances, Maryland DOT
Vertically
"+/- 0.5 "ft

Table 13. Iron Pipe Sizes to Boring Distance, Maryland DOT
Iron Pipe Size (inches)
Boring Distance (feet)
1.25
1.5
2
2.5
3
4

400
400
350
350
300
250

4.8 FLORIDA
Florida’s utility guide, Utility Specification- Quality Control, 2004, specifically prefers HDD
for installations. This makes Florida’s guide especially useful. The policy points our that
displacement can be reduced by adjusting the ratio of the borehole to the pipe diameter.
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Table 14 shows suggested borehole diameters relative to the size of the pipe being
inserted.
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Table 14. Utility Accommodation Policy, 2009
Nominal Inside Pipe Diameter (inches)
Bit Diameter (inches)
4
2
6
3
8
4
10
6
12
8
14
10
Maximum Product OD +
12 and greater
6
Florida’s utility guide also gives specifications on the depth of the pipe installation based on
what is above the pipe (paved or unpaved ground) and requires a minimum pH for the drilling
fluid.
 Below the top of pavement, 36 inches minimum.
 Below existing unpaved ground, 30 inches minimum.
 For installation of the pipe, the drilling fluid advised is bentonite clay or a stabilizing fluid
mixed with a potable water of a minimum pH of 6.
Equipment specifications are shown in Figure 15. Pipe size and borehole diameter
determine what equipment is used. Unsurprisingly, a larger drill rig, with greater torque,
thrust, and pullback force is used for larger pipe installations.

System
Description

Table 15. Utility Accommodation Policy, 2009
Pipe Diameter (inches)
Bore Length
Torque (ft/lbs)
(feet)

Thrust/ Pullback
(lbs)

Maxi- HDD
Midi- HDD
Mini- HDD

18 and greater
Up to 16
Up to 16

>70,000
20,001 to 69,999
Up to 20,000

>1000
up to 1000
Up to 600

>10,000
1,900 to 9000
Up to 1,899

Thrust/pullback requirements are shown in Table 16. Thrust/Pullback Capacity increases with
increased pullback distance. These guidelines are used to prevent excess downhole pressure.
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Table 16.
1 Utility Ac
ccommodatio
on Policy, 20
009

4.9 INDIA
ANA
Ind
diana focuse
es on the initial investigation of the g eologic prop
perties as op
pposed to the
actual bo
oring process
s. Indiana most
m
likely relies on the ju
udgement off the contracctor after a
thorough
h ground inve
estigation (Jha).
 Depth
D
of boring should be
e a minimum
m of 5 feet o r twice the ssize of the p
pipe diamete
er of
th
he invert belo
ow the inverrt elevation, depending o
on which is d
deeper.
 A minimum of
o one boring
g per 150 fee
et of trenchle
ess pipe sha
all be obtaine
ed.
 Iff groundwate
er is presentt, one should
d consider a n observatio
on well.
W
rock is encountere
ed, a rock core shall be o
obtained to tthe required boring deptth.
 When
EGON
4.10 ORE
According
A
to Don Turner,, a geo-technical design
ner for the Oregon Department of
Transporrtation, “Tren
nchless tech
hnology is for larger insta
allations of cculverts, arch
hes, etc. und
der
road fills and could be
b several hu
undred feet long. Curre nt design me
ethods are cconsulted ou
ut
and some discussion
n is included
d in our Standard Specifiications for C
Construction
n. However,, it is
not a com
mplete discu
ussion by any
y means.” HDD
H
is used for smaller p
projects like the installattion
of utilities
s. Because the
t projects are small in scale, the ccontractor makes decisio
ons for individual
projects. Like Indiana
a, the only th
hing regulate
ed is the init ial investiga
ation of the g
ground condiitions
hnical Design Manual, 2009).
(Geotech
 Borings
B
shou
uld be 1.5 tim
mes the tunn
nel/pipe diam
meter. If the final tunnel//pipe alignment
is not yet dettermined, the boring can
n be 3 times .
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CHAPT
TER 5 CASE STU
UDIES IN ILLINOIS
S
5.1 EFF
FINGHAM, IL
This
T
case stu
udy was loca
ated in Effing
gham, IL at tthe intersecttion of Willow
w Street and
d
Grove Av
venue. The project
p
studiied is the rep
placement o
of an 8-inch w
water main a
along Willow
w
Street us
sing a directional bore. The
T pilot hole
e entered on
n the southw
west corner o
of Willow St. and
Grove Av
ve. The rece
eiving pit was
s located on
n the southea
ast corner off Willow St. and Grove A
Ave.

Figure 13.. Location of water m
main replac
cement
5.1.1 Dimensions
Type of Pipeline: Certa-Lok Yelomine
Y
Pip
pe: ASTM D
D2241 (Restrrained Joint))
1.) Minimum
M
SDR rating 21 (SDR(
21) with
w minimum
m pressure rrating = 200 psi (1379 kP
Pa)
at 23oCelsius
s.
2.) Gaskets
G
AST
TM F477.
3.) Couplings
C
and fitting tested in accord
dance with N
NSF 14.
4.) Transition
T
between Restrrained Joint and Plane e
end Pipe with
h Ductile Iro
on Solid Slee
eve.
Size of Carrier
C
Pipe: 8’ inches
Type of Casing:
C
Centra- Lok Yelomine Pipe: ASTM D22 41 (Restrain
ned joint)
1.) Minimum
M
SDR rating 21 (SDR-21)
(
wiith minimum
m pressure ra
ating of 200 psi.
2.) Gaskets
G
AST
TM F477.
3.) Couplings
C
and fitting tested in accord
dance with N
NSF- 14.
Size of Casing:
C
12 in
nches
Length of
o Casing: 74
4 feet
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5.1.2 Prrocess
The
T site has the
t usual co
omponents of
o a direction
nal drill proje
ect: a solids control systtem
(Figure 14a), a mud pump system
m (Figure 14
4b) and a drrilling system
m. A foresigh
ht bearing iss
establish
ure
hed so the lo
ocation of the
e drill bit can
n be tracked throughout the boring p
process (Figu
15).
A pilot hole is
s drilled afterr an initial su
urvey of the ground surfa
ace. The drill rig is
positione
ed at the entry location at
a the southw
west corner o
of Willow St.. and Grove Ave. An ang
gled
hole.
bore is begun as sho
own in Figure
e 16 Error! Reference s
source not found.to cre
eate a pilot h
After the pilot hole is established
d, a reamer is used to inccrease the d
diameter of tthe bore. In
Figure 17
7, a reamer with an 8” cu
utting head is back-ream
med from the
e receiving p
pit. After
reaching the entranc
ce pit, the 8" cutting head
d is reamed back to the receiving pit. Figures 17
7a-d
show the
e progression
n of the ream
mer. Sometimes multiplle reamers a
are used to g
gradually
increase the size of the
t bore. In this case, a 16” cutting head follow
ws the 8” cuttting head.
When
W
the ho
ole reaches the
t diameterr required fo
or pipe installation, the pipe is back
reamed into the bore
e. In this case, the installation is an 8
8” water maiin. The figurres below sh
how
eamer movin
ng from the receiving pitt back to the
e entrance pit (
the 16” re
Figure 18). It also shows the connected 12” casi ng for the w
water main re
eady to be
mer (Figure 19).
installed by the ream
After
A
reaming
g the hole to the approprriate diamete
er, phase 3, pipe pullbacck can begin
n.
The casing is attache
ed to the 16”” cutting hea
ad (Figure 19
9). It is then pulled throu
ugh the bore
e hole
using the
e drilling mac
chine and with assistanc
ce of a back hoe pushing
g the casing (Figure 20)..
After
A
the pipe
e casing is in
nstalled and the 12” wate
er main is pllaced in the casing, any
excess solids
s
and flu
uids are take
en out of the bore. Any o
open trenche
es are then b
backfilled an
nd
returned to their form
mer condition
n.

(a) Water truck
t
for mix
xing drill flu
uids

(b
b) A vaccum
m truck is ussed to remo
ove
spoilss
Figure
e 14. Systems that hellp retain the
e shape of the bore ho
ole.
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D
g the foresight bearing
g
(a) Determining

(b) The
e Azimuth b
bearing kee
eps track off the
drill bit
Figure 15. Survey of the
t before a
and during drilling.

Figure 16. Angled
A
borre entry.
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(a)
( 8” reame
er before borring

(c) 8” reamerr before com
mpleting bore
e

(b) 8” ream
mer first makking the bore
e

(d) 8” re
eamer after p
progressing through bore
e

Figure 17. Different
D
pos
sitions of 8” reamer in bo
orehole.
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(a) ca
asing to be installed
i
usin
ng 16” ream
mer

(b) 16
6” before placement

(c) 16
6” after place
ement

d) reamer be
efore penetration
(d

(e) re
eamer enlarg
ging the borre

Figure 18.
1 16" diam
meter cuttin
ng head is back-reame
b
ed from the
e receiving pit. Afterwa
ards,
the cutting he
ead is ream
med back fro
om the rece
eiving pit.
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(a)

(b) ccasing lowe
ered into pit

casing ready
y for attachment

sing further lowered into pit
(c) cas

amer
(d) ccasing attached to rea

Figurre 19. The casing
c
for the
t water main
m
is lowe
ered and co
onnected to
o the reame
er.
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(a) casing pulled by reamer
r

(c) exces
ss drilling fluid and cuttin
ngs removed
d
borehole
e

(b) casing m
moves throu
ugh the bore
e

(d) casi ng reaches the other sid
de of the

Figure 20. The
T pipe cas
sing, pulled by
b the reame
er, progresse
es through tthe bore.

5.1.3 Setttlement/ Up
pheave of Soil
S at Differrent Stages
s of the Bore
e
The
T measure
ements from Figure 21 are taken afte
er a 2’’ pilot hole is drille
ed from the
entrance
e to the receiving pit. Figure 21 has one
o spike in settlement b
but that one point is
overridde
en by the ma
ajority of the points show
wing a relativvely flat surfa
face. This ind
dicates that the
changes due to this small
s
diameter hole are small if not non-existent which makkes sense.
After
A
the pilott hole, two re
eams of diffe
erent diametters take pla
ace. First, a b
back ream w
with
an 8’’ cuttting head is
s drilled from
m the receivin
ng pit back to
o the entran
nce pit, and tthen back
through again
a
to the receiving pitt. Second, a 16’’ diame
eter cutting h
head is back reamed from
m
the receiving pit to th
he entrance pit and afterrwards is rea
amed back to
o the receiving pit. Figurre 21
shows a surface almost identicall to Figure 21. Despite th
he two ream
ms of increassing size, the
e
changes in settlemen
nt due to the
e reams are small, if not non-existen
nt.
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(a)
(

(b))

Figure 21.
2 (a) Settle
ements after pilot hole, b
b) Settlements after ream
ming.
After
A
the ream
ms, the 12’’ diameter
d
cas
sing pipe is pulled into the hole behind the 16’’
cutting he
ead. This is done with th
he help of a backhoe. Th
he 8’’ diame
eter is pulled into the 12’’’
casing with
w the drillin
ng machine followed
f
by the
t backhoe
e. Then it is rreconnected
d to the wate
er
main. Fig
gure 22 has the same fla
at surface as
s the previou
us bores. Aftter the final a
adjustmentss
there is still
s no significant settlem
ment in the drilled
d
area.
Figure 22 sho
ows no signiificant chang
ge from the p
previous gra
aphs. After a week, there
e is
still no se
ettlement ap
pparent.

(a))

(b)

Figure 22. (a) Settlement imme
ediately afterr completion
n of installation, (b) Setttlement 1 we
eek
afterr installation .
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Figure 23 sho
ows no signiificant chang
ge from the p
previous gra
aphs. After a month, therre is
still no significant uph
heaval or se
ettlement. Th
he largest se
ettlement tha
at occurred is less than a
an
inch. One
e can conclu
ude that dire
ectional drillin
ng was a su ccess and d
did not disturrb the soil orr
road abo
ove the drillin
ng location.

Figu
ure 23. Setttlement from Initial to 1 Month Affter Drilling..

5.2 BEE
ECHER CIITY, IL
At
A Beecher City,
C
a bore was
w made un
nderneath th
he railroad trracks located
d east of the
e city.
These tra
acks are indicated on the map in Fig
gure 24. Setttlement wass monitored ffrom both sides
(east and
d west of the
e tracks), and graphs ha
ave been ma
ade to docum
ment change
es.

Figure 24.
2 Beecher City map an
nd location of
o the bore p
perpendicula
ar to railroad tracks. The site
location is
s marked byy an X.
5.2.1 We
est of Railro
oad Tracks
This
T
set of grraphs repres
sents the me
easurementss taken on th
he west side of the railro
oad
tracks (Figure 25). Overall,
O
no significant setttlement is s hown. (A “fra
urred at one
e of
ac out” occu
these loc
cations “Frac
c out” is a co
olloquial term
m meaning th
he pavemen
nt fractured o
or the bore h
had
an inadve
ertent return
n of drilling fluid)
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Figure 25. The
T west sid
de of the Bee
echer City bo
orehole.

As seen in figure 26, the surface
e of the 3D graph is relattively flat ind
dicating that very little
settlement occurs fro
om the initiall conditions to
t right afterr the project is finished.
Figure 26
6 still presen
nts a flat surfface indicating that there
e is still no d
dramatic setttlement or
upheaval noticeable on the graph after 1 week.

(a)
(b)
Figure 26. (a) Setttlement imm
mediately after
a
comple
etion of insttallation, (b
b) Settlemen
nt 1
week affter installattion.
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After a month,
m
Figure
e 27 shows that
t
there is still no dram
matic upheavval or settlem
ment. It is sa
afe to
conclude
e it was a suc
ccessful HD
DD project.

Figure 27
7. Settlemen
nt from initial to after 1 m
month.
st of Railroa
ad Tracks
5.2.2 Eas
This set of
o graphs re
epresents me
easurements
s taken on th
he east side
e of the railro
oad tracks
(Figure 28).
2
Like the
e west side, there
t
is no significant
s
se
ettlement ap
pparent.

Figure 28. The
T east sid
de of the Bee
echer City borehole

Like its countterpart acros
ss the railroa
ad tracks, Fig
gure 26, the
e relatively fla
at surface off
Figure 29
9 indicates that there is no apparentt settlement or upheavall after the prroject has en
nded.
Because
e this figure lo
ooks so muc
ch like Figurre 29, it is sa
afe to conclu
ude that therre is still no
dramatic motion of th
he soil 1 wee
ek after drilling.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 29. (a) Setttlement immediately afte
er completion
n of installattion, (b) Setttlement 1 we
eek
after installation
n
Figure 30
0 still looks like the previous figures.. Because th
here are still no changess to the soil
profile, yo
ou can cons
sider this a successful HDD project a
as well.

Figure 30. Setttlement fro
om initial to 1 month affter drilling.

5.3 NEW
WTON, IL
Sullivan
S
Electtric specializ
zes in fiber optics
o
and la ys down 300
00-5000 fee
et of line in a
week and
d they were responsible for the proje
ect in this ca
ase study. Their boring ssubcontracto
or
was EDT
T. The projec
ct was electrric line for the People’s S
State Bank in Newton, IL
L (Figure 31 and
Figure 32
2). The original plans forr the electric
c line consistted of one 6”” pipe and o
one 4” pipe. T
The
plans cha
anged severral times. Firrst, the 4” pip
pe was drop
pped. One 6” pipe rem
mained then
n the

plan cha
anged to tw
wo 6” pipes (Figure 32)). The plan for two 6” p
pipes was o
only known a
day befo
ore actual boring
b
bega
an.
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The day before, the city
c informed
d the drillers
s that a wate
er main was located near the ground
d
surface, so the line needed
n
to be
e at a depth of 10’ (below
w the water main located
d at 4’ and
above a sewer line below).
b

Figure 31. New
wton, Il- loca
ation of bore
e

(a)
(b)
ure 32. People’s State Bank in Ne
ewton, IL (a
a) site locattion, and (b) Pipe to be
e
Figu
installed by HDD
D
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equence off Events
5.3.1 Se
Day 1: On
O the first da
ay of drilling
g, the entranc
ce for the bo
ore was cut out from the
e pavement
(Figure 33).
3 Next, the
e soil was bo
ored with a 5”
5 wide drill tto a length o
of 100 ft. At tthat point, th
he
drill hit a hard, brittle white rock. The rock co
ould have po
otentially bee
en shale. At 120 ft. the ssoil
became soft but at 156 ft., hard rock
r
was encountered a
again. The drrill had carbiide teeth, wh
hich
usually have
h
no diffic
culty going th
hrough the rock,
r
but the
e center was a challenge
e to bore thro
ough.

(a)
(b)
ction activitie
es (a) receiv
ving pit for d irectional bo
ore, (b) Bentonite and wa
ater
Figure 33. Construc
shown afterr bore is com
mpleted.
O the secon
nd day, there
e was still drrag on the 8”” reamer so drillers chan
nged to a 12”
Day 2: On
open fly reamer. The
e 12” reame
er became sttuck 20’ from
m the boring machine. Itt spun the 3”” drill
rod in half. To recov
ver the reamer a 4’X6’ ho
ole 10 feet d
deep was ma
ade.
For the road condition,
c
no
o cracking was
w seen in tthe middle o
of the road,
only on the bank side
e. There was
s small upliftt of the conccrete (
Figure 34).

(b) s mall uplift on
n edge of pa
avement

mall uplift on
n east side
(a) Sm

Figure 34. Uplift of con
ncrete.
Day 3: On
O the third day
d an 18” re
eamer was pulled
p
back. This pull-ba
ack included the two 6” P
PVC
pipes witth outside dia
ameters of 7.5”.
7
This wa
as still done in bentonite
e. The reame
er moved slo
owly.
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At this po
oint, the road
d was raised
d and moving
g.
 An
A issue was
s the pavem
ment bricks underneath
u
t he road. The
e movementt of one will
cause
c
the movement of another and
d cause a “do
omino effectt”.
 An
A interestin
ng observatio
on was that there was no
ot disturbance of the curb and gutte
er
and
a at this point.
Because
e the workers
s finished in the dark, the
e full extent of damage w
was not read
dily observe
ed.
IDOT wa
as later called
d because th
he bump on the road wa
as a potentia
al safety hazzard, as can be
seen in Figure
F
35. A sign was pla
aced warnin
ng of bumpy conditions.

Figure 35. Bumpy conditions
c
crreated by up
plift.
Day 4: On
O the fourth day, the city
y observed that
t
soil and
d water were
e coming outt of the ground
(Figure 36).
3 The EDT
T representa
ative thoughtt it was just e
excess wate
er from the p
project, but itt
could hav
ve also pote
entially been the water main
m
leaking..
ecided that tthe water wa
Day 6: On
O the sixth day
d IDOT wa
as notified, and
a it was de
as from a
hairline fracture in the water main.
Day 7: A meeting too
ok place, and it was dec
cided that the
e road needed to be exccavated and
repairs made.
m
The co
onstruction can
c be seen in Figure 37
7.

Figure 36. Uplift of road frrom water.
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(a) road is opened
(b) ba
ack filling of the road
Figure
F
37. Portion of the
e road is cut to examine damage.
5.3.2 Fac
ctors contriibuting to th
he failure att Newton
 The
T main factor is the lac
ck of prior kn
nowledge of ground cond
ny problems
ditions. Man
co
ould have be
een avoided
d with the pro
oper geotech
hnical inform
mation, including the harrd
ro
ock in the middle of the bore,
b
the old
d foundation and the adjjustments made to avoid
d
water
w
mains.
 Without
W
the proper
p
geotechnical inforrmation, the drillers keptt drilling because the push
co
ondition werre inconsiste
ent and problem spots w
were followed
d by sectionss where the drill
would
w
advanc
ce with ease
e.
EM, IL
5.4 SALE
The
e case study
y of Salem, IL is possibly
y an examplle of a “frac--out” which iss a fracture of
the surface with an in
nadvertent return of drilling fluid. A 4
4” water maiin with an 8”” steel casing
g
(Figure 38)
3 was to be
e installed by
y the Northe
east Marion Co Water Company. Th
he borehole w
was
to be loca
ated at the corner
c
of Kim
mundy and Louisville
L
Ro
oad. The inittial condition
n in which th
he
bore wou
uld take plac
ce included dry
d soil and “lesser
“
pave
ement” which
h has oil and
d chip and a thin
surface course.
c

Figure 38. 4” waterr main with 8
8” steel casing.
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In
n Figure 39 possible
p
sign
ns of frac-ou
ut are visible
e. With close
er observatio
on one mightt be
able to se
ee the slighttly wet edges of the crac
ck indicating leaking ben
ntonite. Othe
er evidence
includes the cracks and
a leaking bentonite
b
on
n the soil or sshoulder at tthe side of the road in F
Figure
40. Figurre 41 shows another cra
ack from frac
c-out with mo
ore distinctivve wetness a
around the
fracture.

(a) close up
((b) at a distance
possibly cau
used by “fra
ac out.”
Figure 39.. cracks on the side off the road p

(a) cracks
c
on th
he side of the
t road

possible lea
akage of bentonite on sside
(b) p
Figure 40. Cracks from
m the “frac--out” propag
gating to th
he side of th
he road.
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(a) at a distance

(b) close u
up
her example of cracks
s from frac o
out- note th
he road lookk slightly we
et
Figurre 41. Anoth
aroun
nd the crackks.
auses of th
his frac-out include the
e previouslyy described soil conditiions,
The possible ca
ount of drillin
ng fluid use
ed during th
he bore and
d the amoun
nt the hole was filled a
after
the amo
the bore
e.
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CHAPTER 6 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH
Horizontal Directional Drilling can be a beneficial technology when executed properly.
HDD provides a non-invasive method to install pipelines beneath roads and waterways. HDD
also allows for alteration of paths mid-bore which is a useful characteristic in situations like the
failure at Newton.
To execute HDD properly and prevent damage from occurring one must consider the
following factors:
 Pipe diameter
 Ream diameter
 Pull-back force
 Angle of bore
 Depth of cover
 Allowable deviation from drill path
 Drilling fluid
 Type of cutting head








Typical trends for some factors are:
A ream diameter that is 1.5 to 2 times the diameter of the pipe.
An allowable deviation of +/- 1% of bore length.
An angle of bore between 8 and 20 degrees.
Radius of Curvature 1,200 the diameter of the pipe being installed.
Standard depth of coverage of 36”-48” for a pipe without casing.
Standard depth of coverage of 30”-36” for a pipe with casing.
A distance of 15 ft from any obstacles.




Other recommendations can be taken from specific state regulations:
Table 11- Nominal Inside Pipe Diameter and Recommended Bit Diameter (Florida DOT)
Table 12- Allowable Torque and Thrust/Pullback Dependent on System (Florida DOT)

To determine what should be used for any of these variables, the overall controlling
factor is the geology in which the driller is boring. Subsurface conditions control the method of
drilling, the type of cutting head is used, the drilling fluid needed, the depth of cover and the
pullback force. Knowledge of what is underground also pertains to knowledge of existing
utilities, which can then be avoided. This paper introduces two successful HDD projects and one
failure. The main cause of failure was a lack of knowledge about what was underground.
Secondary to geologic conditions, is the size of the conduit being placed underground. Size can
affect how much settlement should be expected and controls the size of cutting head and the
type of drilling fluid needed. Adjusting drilling methods to the needs of both the geology and the
type of conduit will likely lead to a successful horizontal directional drilling project.
The availability of HDD guidlines from other states in addition to the document experience in
Illinois can provide sufficient basis for development of HDD guidelines for IDOT. This would be
the next step in this endeavor.
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